[The diagnostic and predictive role of kit (CD117)].
KIT (CD117) is a 145-KD transmembrane glycoprotein that is the product of the kit-gene. As a member of the subclass III family of receptor tyrosine kinases, KIT is closely related to the receptors for platelet derived growth factor alpha and beta (PDGF-A and B), macrophage colony stimulating factor (M-CSF), and FLT3 ligand. The ligand for KIT, stem cell factor (SCF), also known as steel factor or mast cell growth factor promotes the dimerisation and autophosphorylation of KIT receptors. The phosphorylated tyrosine residues provide binding sites for signal molecules that contain SH2 domains. KIT mediated signal transduction is critical for the normal development and survival of haematopoietic progenitor cells, mast cells, interstitial cells of Cajal (intestinal pacemaker cells), melanocytes and germ cells. Upon differentiation, KIT expression is lost with the exception of mast cells, melanocytes and interstitial cells of Cajal. The detection of CD117 expression is of paramount diagnostic relevance in gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST). About 95% of all GISTs are immunohistochemically CD117 positive. The vast majority of all other sarcoma, carcinoma and also lymphoma are CD117 negative. Therefore, CD117 expression has a high sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of GIST. Moreover, activating mutations of KIT tyrosine kinase play a crucial pathogenetic role in GIST 80 to 85% of all GIST's contain activating mutations, primarily in Exon's 11 and 9 of the kit gene. Since the resulting mutant isoformes are sensitive to inhibition by imatinib (glivec), a specific tyrosine kinase inhibitor, the detection of a specific mutation has also a high predictive value. Besides GIST mastocytoses and seminomas are the neoplasias that most commonly express CD117. In contrast to GIST however, these two neoplasias contain mutations in different exons and are only partly imatinib sensitive. Moreover, CD117 expression is by no means entirely specific for these entities. It can also be detected in adenoid cystic carcinomas, thymic carcinomas and melanomas. Very rarely (< 5%) it can also be observed in other carcinomas and sarcomas. However, in the great majority of these cases with a CD117 protein expression there is no corresponding gene mutation of kit. Importantly, the lack of an activating mutation of KIT tyrosine kinase is good evidence that imatinib will not be effective. In other words, detection of sole CD117 protein expression is no solid basis for targeted therapy. The molecular pathological detection of CD117 expression in combination with the corresponding mutational status in patients with GIST (and other tumors) paradigmatically highlights the importance of modern molecular diagnostics in the era of targeted therapy.